
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS 2015 -  C’s Tarragona

 

Every city needs a GLOBAL CITY PROJECT

to be in order to start working as from today.
 

1. TRANSPARENCY, DEMOCRACY AND EFFICIENCY
Facilitating access to information through the 

Implementing permanent channels of citizen participation

by avoiding duplications, fighting against corruption

2. SECURITY AND CITIZENSHIP 
Modernization and specialization of the local police: 

of the police force, it will be an integrated unit in the local police with dissuasive and EDUCATIONAL functions.

3. URBAN PROJECT FOR TARRAGONA
TABACALERA (“The Tobacco Building”): Moving

features allow easier parking and access by public transportation

BANCO DE ESPAÑA (“Bank of Spain”): Str

hospitality services, a multipurpose room and different city exhibitions

PREVENTORIO SABINOSA (“Sabinosa Preventorium

beaches with a green space. 

MOBILITY: Updating and implementing the 

with bicycle parking sites under surveillance

and city services. Pedestrian environment around 

implementation of more environment friendly 

PARKING: Extending the orange parking areas of 

establishing municipal rates of 4€ for the first 3 hours 

areas by contacting owners of vacant lots to be allocated to parking

4. PEOPLE COME FIRST, SOCIAL CARE
Enhancing social care services by creating the figure of

Removal of architectural barriers in the streets and municipal ha

ECONOMIC PROMOTION AND EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

parking fees. Providing tax rebates to new businesses 

5. TOURISM, ECONOMIC DRIVER 
Enhancing QUALITY TOURISM: Promoting family tourism

Promoting activities like “Tarraco Viva”, creation of a Roman Museum and

the most prestigious tourism fairsand visitors will have 

6. TARRAGONA. GREEN PROJECT 
We propose a comprehensive green project for enhancing both 

rural environment of the city, through the dissemination of our plant heritage,

and protecting our natural and agricultural

health. 

7. ANIMAL PROTECTION 
We will establish narrower links with associations related to animal protection. Awareness measures against neglect and

control of cat colonies, regulation of pigeon population

order to supply a much needed service today

8. ENVIRONMENT 
We will gradually implement a double network of rain

reduce the energy cost of water purification

from the Generalitat (“Catalan Government”)

9. A NEW APPROACH 
There is a new way of doing politics. Build and propose. S

done well in the past. 

10. OBSERVANCE OF THE CONSTITUTION
C’S will require loyalty to the Constitution and democratic institutions, compliance with the judgments issued by the courts,

for official languages and for national, regional and municipal

C’s Tarragona PROGRAM 

PROJECT. We must define how we want the TARRAGONA 

from today. 

Y AND EFFICIENCY 
through the publication of accounts, public procurement contracts and participatory budgeting.

of citizen participation and enhancing the figure of the district councilor.

fighting against corruption and adjusting the salary of elected officials. 

local police: DISTRICT GUARDS, ENVIRONMENT UNIT and CIVIC AGENT

, it will be an integrated unit in the local police with dissuasive and EDUCATIONAL functions.

A 
Moving the municipal offices and units to the historic building

access by public transportation as well as bringing  the City Hall closer 

Strategically and centrally located, would become the city Tourist Office

multipurpose room and different city exhibitions. 

Preventorium”): Allowing for a communication channel between 

the current Mobility Plan. Creation of a safe and interconnected

g sites under surveillance. Improving bus lines and the connection with the neighborhoods

around the Mercado Central (“Central Market”) and Parte Alta (

friendly traffic models. 

areas of the city where you can park all day for 1 €. Review of green and blue 

€ for the first 3 hours in the parking sites and blue zones, then free. Crea

lots to be allocated to parking. 

PEOPLE COME FIRST, SOCIAL CARE 
by creating the figure of the MEDIATORS. Adequate supply of social housing and canteens

the streets and municipal halls. 

TION AND EMPLOYMENT POLICIES: Promoting business activity by developing pedestrian

Providing tax rebates to new businesses and hiring local workers. 

family tourism by spreading the values of our cultural, historical and natural heritage

creation of a Roman Museum and renovation of monuments.

visitors will have access to tourist information services and facilities.

a comprehensive green project for enhancing both green areas and urban trees in Tarragona as well as the 

through the dissemination of our plant heritage, improving the road network

natural and agricultural resources. Campaigns promoting outdoor physical activit

with associations related to animal protection. Awareness measures against neglect and

of pigeon population. We will set up leisure areas for dogs adequately equipped a

a much needed service today. 

lement a double network of rainwater and sewage to improve efficiency in water consumption in the city and 

water purification. Update the existing noise Map and claim the proportional part of the tax on emissions 

”) to revert on the municipality. 

There is a new way of doing politics. Build and propose. Seek agreement for the common good and not break with what has been 

THE CONSTITUTION 
C’S will require loyalty to the Constitution and democratic institutions, compliance with the judgments issued by the courts,

, regional and municipal symbols. 

TARRAGONA OF THE FUTURE 

contracts and participatory budgeting. 

councilor. Efficient administrations 

UNIT and CIVIC AGENT. Without being part 

, it will be an integrated unit in the local police with dissuasive and EDUCATIONAL functions. 

building “Tabacalera”. This building’s 

closer to the neighborhoods. 

he city Tourist Office, offering full 

between the Arrabassada and Sabinosa 

safe and interconnected network of bicycle lanes 

connection with the neighborhoods and major monuments 

(“Central Market”) and Parte Alta (upper part of the city), 

Review of green and blue areas and 

free. Creating disincentives parking 

ply of social housing and canteens/shelters. 

pedestrian areas and regulating 

the values of our cultural, historical and natural heritage. 

of monuments. Tarragona will be attending 

services and facilities. 

in Tarragona as well as the natural and 

road network across the municipality 

outdoor physical activity, such as leisure, sports and 

with associations related to animal protection. Awareness measures against neglect and incivility 

adequately equipped and signposted in 

water and sewage to improve efficiency in water consumption in the city and 

the existing noise Map and claim the proportional part of the tax on emissions 

eek agreement for the common good and not break with what has been 

C’S will require loyalty to the Constitution and democratic institutions, compliance with the judgments issued by the courts, respect 


